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PURPOSE
Virtual Goods on the Blockchain

This is a platform with a decentralized structure that is designed to effectively manage, allot, 
and transact digital items. The key advantage of this is that content creators and gamers can 
have a newly developed model to own goods virtually.

An Easy-to-use Cryptocurrency

ARI Token is specially developed to cater for all users, as AriSwap offers an innovative solution 
for users to seamlessly trade their digital items. Joining AriSwap gives you the access to 
interact with other users while trading your virtual goods.



New Gaming Experience 

AriSwap focuses on value creation and gamers. Hence, gamers stand a great chance of 
enjoying a new gaming experience. Gamers can transact their digital items in exchange for ARI 
tokens, Celo, and Cusd through our NFT Marketplace. Users can seamlessly interact or trade 
with other gamers. This serves as a means of income generation for gamers and creators. 

Mitigates against Fraud and Exorbitant Charges

According to a research report by Insider Intelligence, fraud cases recorded from in-app 
purchases globally have increased drastically. On the average, 7.5 virtual items are lost to 
fraud without any revenue generated. We are committed to putting an end to this ugly trend, 
and this is why ARI Token has been developed to guarantee safe and secure transaction of 
digital items.



Market Industry Growth
Global Gaming Market

According to Newzoo Research, the global games market is expected to witness a slight 
decline (-1.1%) in revenue in 2021, estimated to be $175.8 billion by year end 2021. The decline 
is expected to be driven by the delay in release of new game contents due to the negative 
effects of COVID-19 on global supply chain.

Meanwhile, the industry is expected to record a rebound in 2022 and beyond. This is projected 
to be an increase by a CAGR of 7.7%, implying that the revenue will surpass $200 billion by year 
end 2023.

Also, Newzoo anticipates that game players across the globe will reach 2.9 billion by end of 
2021.



Market Industry Growth
Global games market revenue 2021 global players per region

Source: Newzoo Report, 2020

$144.4 bn

$177.8 bn
$175.8 bn

$204.6 bn

Source: Newzoo Report, 2021



Market Industry Growth
Virtual Goods Market

The social gaming market has enjoyed continued growth since 2009 after Zynga, a leading 
gaming company, collaborated with Facebook for social networking. The number of people 
playing social media games have increased significantly, as people now spend more hours on 
digital games. The industry has, therefore, been projected to grow by a CAGR of about 5% from 
$78.9 billion in 2020 to $98.8 billion in 2024.

Also virtual goods market is expected to grow at a faster pace than the other business 
segments, as it is expected to grow at a CAGR of 15.2% over the forecast period.



NFT MARKET





FUNDING ALLOCATION
All funds raised in the crowd sale shall be utilized for the advancement, promotion, and expansion of 
the Ari coins platform. Total supply of 1 Billion tokens.  250million locked for game environment and 
game partnerships as well as (play to earn)  25million locked for investors/partners and team. 
175million locked for LP pools, farming, and NFT apy utility. 

50% for Platform Development

This is the cost associated with the development of the platform and the operational expenses of all 
necessary technology as described in this whitepaper. It includes wallets, APIs, SDKs, smart contracts, 
plugins, among others. This also includes the cost of hiring additional developers (full-time) and 
technology consultants to fast-track the development of the platform in line with expansion goals

30% for Marketing and Growth

The budget is to cater for aggressive marketing campaigns to support market penetration of the Ari 
coins among gamers and developers. This will include activities such as in-game advertisements, 
video ads, sponsorship, social media ads, among others.



5% for Cyber Security

We understand that the Ari platform should be safe and secure for trading purposes. Hence, we will 
build a platform with the maximumsecurity standard. This will include testing all APIs, plugins, SDKs, 
APIs, smart contracts, etc.

5% for Legal

AriSwap will work with experienced legal practitioners to ensure that we maintain best practices and 
operate in line with established laws and regulations in all the jurisdictions we operate in. We will 
reserve some fund to cater for unforeseen challenges that can arise.

5% for Hosting and Infrastructure

This covers rising operating expenses needed for expanding the web servers, DDOS protection, 
firewalls, etc. This is because we anticipate that traffic on the platform will increase drastically over 
time.

5% for Contingencies

This fund is reserved for emergencies.



Onboarding



ROADMAP

NOVEMBER 2021

Alpha of main 
platform

October 2021
NFT Marketplace 

(Beta)

JULY 2021

Token presale

October 2021

Integration with Celo 
blockchain

DEX
NOVEMBER 2021

Demo game launch
DECEMBER 2021

Exchange listing
DECEMBER 2021

JANUARY 2022
NFT Marketplace full 

launch



ARISWAP FEATURES

● Social play-to-earn game

● NFT marketplace

● Cryptocurrency exchange

● E-learning and education

● E-commerce

● Built on Celo blockchain which offers 

carbon neutral solutions

● Wallet options such as Valora

● Lower gas fees

● Mobile for all



ALEX RODRIGUEZ
CEO

Our team

LATRICIA NICKELBERRY

GLEN HUANG
BLOCKCHAIN & SMART CONTRACT 

DEVELOPER

JANANE ESHWAR

BLOCKCHAIN INTERN

CTO

ANNA HYATT
STORYBOARD & NFT ARTIST

FARRAH SIU
STORYBOARD & NFT ARTIST

Click on a team member’s name to connect on Linkedin - as each is hyperlinked.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sflcares/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lnickelberry/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/glenhuangsap/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/janane-eshwar-7169101b6/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anna-hyatt-18a01b18b/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/farrahsiu/


Chloe dang
MARKETING INTERN 

JUAN JOSÉ LINARES 
MALACALZA

GAME DEVELOPMENT INTERN
STEVEN TABORDA

MARKETING INTERN

Sharvani Manjarekar
UX/UI FRONT END

Click on a team member’s name to connect on Linkedin - as each is hyperlinked.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/chloe-dang-2b7bb0171/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/juanlinaresmalacalza/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/juanlinaresmalacalza/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/steven-taborda/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sharvani-manjarekar-36960920a/


thanks

SOCIAL LINKS

Do you have any question?

@ariexchange

@ariexchange

@ariexchange

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ari-swap-corp/

Info website: https://ariswap.net/

Telegram: 
https://t.me/joinchat/QMyIAC84bzUwNjgx 

Email: info@ariswap.com

https://www.facebook.com/ariexchange/
https://twitter.com/ariexchange/
https://www.instagram.com/ariexchange/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ari-swap-corp/
https://ariswap.net/
https://t.me/joinchat/QMyIAC84bzUwNjgx

